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1. MCQs. 

a. Which company developed PowerPoint? 

(i) Dell (ii) Microsoft (iii) Apple (iv) IBM 

Ans. (ii) Microsoft 

b. b. Which of the following is the default view in PowerPoint? 

(i) Slide Show (ii) Notes Page (iii) Normal (iv) Slide Sorter 

Ans. (iii) Normal 

c. Which view displays the entire set of slides on the screen so that you can check the 
order of your presentation? 

(i) Slide View (ii) Normal View (iii) Slide Sorter View (iv) Notes Page 
View 

Ans. (iii) Slide Sorter View 

d. Which extension does a PowerPoint file get by default? 

(i) .pptx (ii) .jpg (iii) .tiff (iv) .ppy 

Ans. (i) .pptx 

 
2. True (T) or False (F). 

a. On a slide, the contents are added in placeholders.-T 

b. You can run a slide show by clicking on the Slide Show icon in the bottom-left 
corner of the screen.-T 

c. You can go to the next slide by pressing the right-arrow key.-T 

d. Normal view is the view that is used to display a series of slides one-by-one in full 
screen.-F 

e. Slide show icon in the bottom-left corner of the PowerPoint window.-T 

 
3. Fill in the blanks. 

a. The name of document is displayed in the Title Bar. 

b. The Status bar displays information like the total number of slides and the 

serial number of the current presentation. 

c. MS PowerPoint 2013 files are saved with the .pptx extension. 

d. MS PowerPoint 2013 application can be closed why clicking on the Close button at 

the top right corner. 

 
4. Answer the following. 

a. What is PowerPoint? 



Ans. Microsoft PowerPoint or MS PowerPoint is a presentation graphics software 

developed by Microsoft. It is a powerful tool to present our thoughts to an 

audience. It helps us to create presentations. Every presentation is made up of 

many pages. 

b. What are the different ways of creating a presentation? 

Ans. Do it yourself? 

c. What is the use of a presentation? 

Ans. A presentation is a collection of electronic slides that can have text, pictures, 

sound and video that is delivered to an audience. A presentation has many uses. 

Some of these are: 

1. Presentations are used in explaining concepts to a larger audience. 

2. In schools, students use presentations to explain new topics. 

3. Presentations are used to show marketing plans and much more. 

d. Define a slide. 

Ans. Every presentation is made up of many pages. These pages are called slides. 

e. How can new slides be inserted between two slides? 

Ans. To insert slides using Office Themes, the steps are: 

1. Click on the HOME tab. 

2. In the Slides group, click on the down arrow of the New Slide. 

3. Click on the desired slide layout under Office Themes. A new slide with the 

selected layout is displayed in the centre of the window. 

f. Define slide show. 

Ans. A presentation helps to create a collection of slides called a slide show. 


